
GW BASIC

GW-BASIC is a dialect of the BASIC programming language developed by Microsoft from BASICA, originally for
Compaq. It is otherwise identical to Microsoft /IBM.

Since the cassette port interface of the original IBM PC was never implemented on compatibles, cassette
operations are not supported. More low-level control is possible with the SOUND statement, which takes the
arguments of a frequency in hertz and a length in clock ticks for the standard internal PC speaker in IBM
machines. Since the cassette port interface of the original IBM PC was never implemented on compatibles,
cassette operations are not supported. The default type for undeclared variables not identified by such typing
statements, is single-precision floating-point. PLAY "edcdeee2dfedc4". Using the cursor movement keys, any
line displayed on screen can be edited. Later versions added this feature and improved graphics and other
capabilities. Program source files are normally saved in binary compressed format with tokens replacing
keywords, with an option to save in ASCII text form. The default type for undeclared variables not identified
by such typing statements, is single-precision floating point bit MBF. It also includes function key shortcuts at
the bottom of the screen. The format of program source files is normally binary compressed with tokens
replacing commands, or optionally ASCII text form. All program lines must be numbered, all nonnumbered
lines are considered to be commands in direct mode to be executed immediately. BASIC's memory footprint
was slightly increased if it was used. All program lines must be numbered; all non-numbered lines are
considered to be commands in direct mode to be executed immediately. Consequently sound is limited to
single channel beeps and whistles as befits a 'business' machine. Template A well programmed GW-Basic
program is made of the following parts: Intro: program name, programmer, version, description Variables and
declarations. More low-level control is possible with the SOUND statement, which takes the arguments of a
hertz frequency and a length in clock ticks played through the standard internal PC speaker in IBM machines.
COM file. It also includes function key shortcuts at the bottom of the screen. Consequently, sound is limited to
single channel beeps and whistles as befits a 'business' machine.


